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We sTop planT ThefT, doWnTiMe, hassle 
with Smart-Valve Immobilisation. No Kosran secured 
machines has EVER been bypassed and stolen. 

We sTop freeBies, daMaGe & repairs  
We sTop aCCidenTs & faTaliTies from 
unauthorised misuse - By remote machine shutdown on weekends.

We TraCK & iMproVe TransporT 
sChedulinG & uTilisaTion & provide Just In 
Time Servicing via PAY AS YOU GO internet & SMS texts.

paYs for iTself in 28 daYs & Then MaKes 
You MoneY. Check out our Contractors ROI Calculator 
You are an insurable risk with the Top 5 Plant Insurers.

free K-esar MarKinG & reGisTraTion  
will validate your ownership if plant is stolen and recovered 
by the Police – but it won’t be stolen anyway!

fiGhT BaCK - TaKe The risK ouT of renTal  
Demand Kosran, view Hire Locator at www.kosran.com 

The ultimate Asset!
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ConTraCTors

ear Fellow Members, our MD Graham Arundell has told me that Kosran has upset quite a few members with our September issue advert. It reproduced a contract journal item and Kosran editorial went on to say ‘Its official DC Ian Elliott of the Met Stolen Plant Unit has confirmed what everyone knows, the majority of plant hire co’s are using plant theft to upgrade fleets and profiteer at the expense of their contractor customers’. [see article on Kosran Blog www.kosran.com].

On reflection my use of the generalisation ‘the majority’ was a very poor choice, I regret this, please accept my apology. Sometimes I too get upset and frustrated because the solution to plant theft exists and is provided for in the industry standard Thatcham Category P2 Criteria for plant immobilisation. Kosran has spent a lot of money developing the solution and achieving the standard and taking the ECV-Electronic Code Valve® system to market. We stop plant theft and unauthorised use of plant and our record in the field has achieved exclusive policy endorsements from every plant insurer.  The 2007 Home Office Security Guidance for Construction Plant Report is reproduced above, again it confirms ‘electronic car style immobilisers are ineffective on plant and electro-mechanical immobilisation should be used’. Kosran is just too much for a thief. No thief has ever bypassed the Kosran System it is just too much hassle; requires a lot of real engineering skill, materials and a lot of time; while thousands of unsecured machines are available to steal. 
Our hire customers, Hewden, GE Plant Hire, Selwood, Hirebase, Brandon, Buildbase and over 150 more; plus Contractors Ringway, Tarmac, Morrisons, FM Conway and hundreds more have never had fleet or hired-in Kosran secured machines bypassed and stolen. It is also the ultimate safety solution – only authorised personnel operate Kosran secured plant. This is precisely what the Contractor wants. The solution to plant theft exists for the price of a bucket.

Our industry is moving on, are you? DC Elliott of the Metropolitan Police Stolen Plant Unit is doing trojan work for the Cesar scheme. Cesar comes into play when stolen plant is recovered by the police. It assists them to identify the true owner and to prosecute but it will not stop the machine 

been stolen in the first place. Ian states in the IRE June Issue “CESAR is the very least that should be done. We are going to local authorities and the Highways Agency to say: if you are putting out to tender any contracts then Cesar should be a standard requirement”.
The good news for Kosran is that Ian and his team will next be focusing on plant immobilisation and on the CECA Membership. His message to Contractors is simple ‘Hiring in un-secured machines is at the heart of the problem and is at the heart of the solution to plant theft’. The Contractor is the ultimate customer and needs a more balanced relationship with Hire Co & OEM. The Contractor should be supplied with industry standard secured plant to stop the theft and the unauthorised use of machines, this also makes him a good insurance risk. We will shortly see CECA Members enjoy their own ‘Contractor Conditions of Hire’.  

Caveat Emptor & Trackers – will manage your fleet, if you are ready to manage the information. But I am discussing stopping plant theft for Contractors.
Less than 5% of plant stolen is recovered. If recovered the Contractor faces lots of recovery and cross hire costs; if stolen and not recovered the costs for Contractors start at £7,500 per theft from loss of productivity, hire of alternative equipment etc. If you are offered Tracking with a one circuit electronic immobiliser – it won’t stop your plant being stolen. Hire Companies who provide Trackers are not meeting the needs of Contractors – sorry wrong product. If electro-mechanically immobilised only authorised personnel operate the machine and it won’t be stolen. If the ECV® Comms Keypad system from Kosran is supplied you can avoid ‘bogus hire threats with 24/7 monitoring at start of hire period and instant remote shut-down immobilisation. Colin Wood Chief Executive CPA says it all ‘More action is needed to stop plant being stolen in the first place’ August 08 CPA Bulletin.

Plant security is a consumer rights issue.

My question is: ‘if a minority’ of hire companies are profiteering at the expense of their Contractor customers – are OEM manufacturers also profiteering and abusing their best customer ‘the Hire Company’ and their ultimate best customer ‘the Contractor’? Is every machine theft not a sales opportunity for the OEM to provide a replacement machine? Why have 

CONTRACTORS SECURITY & SAFETY NEEDS

Figure 4: Keypad for deactivation of immobiliser
While plant continues to use mechanical, high compression diesel engines, electrical immobilisers (as found on cars) are ineffective and 

electromechanical immobilisation systems should be 
used. Electro-mechanical systems primarily shut-off 
the diesel fuel supply and/or the hydraulics and may 
provide ancillary electrical immobilization of two or 
more electrical circuits as a deterrent.

OEMs ignored and not supplied industry standard Thatcham Category P2 electro-mechanical plant immobilisation certified systems? If the industry adopted to its own standard Thatcham Cat P2 which every plant 
insurer has, then Contractors would not have 
to be piggy in the middle and OEMs and Hire Companies could avoid the malaise of security products which are not specifically designed for plant, are not certified fit for purpose and will not stop plant theft or unauthorised use.

Caveat Emptor Consumers:  JCB have been sitting on the PTAG Committee since 1997 and eleven years later they have yet to supply such a system. In September 2007 Matthew Taylor announced that a one circuit 
electronic immobiliser would be supplied as standard from November 2007 – this has not been supplied, is not a solution to plant theft or unauthorised use but is guaranteed to keep the parasite thief in business. Customers are entitled to electro-mechanical 

immobilisation (keys are an anachronism, every key can be copied) when they spend money on a machine. The industry is moving 
on the solution to plant theft exists.HAE Board Director Mr. Sat Dhaiwal of A Plant published a positive reaction to my article on 14th October in Construction News from (see it on Kosran Blog)‘Mr. Dhaiwal says he wants the company 

to... move away from seeing plant theft as an 
opportunity to renew kit’ he goes on to say (my edits) ‘after a theft the hirer could be waiting six weeks to replace a telehandler and possibly losing a customer. We make our 

money from renting equipment, servicing it and renting it again – not from lost equipment’. HAE Fellow Members please steal my clothes.
Have your say on the Kosran Blog at  www.kosran.com. (see benefits in our advert 

on inside cover). Thank you for considering the attached.        

“While plant 
continues to 
use mechanical diesel engines, electronic 

immobilisers (as found 
on cars) are 
ineffective 
and electro-
mechanical 
immobilisation systems 

should be 
used. Electro-mechanical 

systems 
primarily shut-off the diesel fuel supply 

and/or the 
hydraulics” 

Author: Patrick Sheeran CEO Kosran
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The ConTraCTors ManTra 
no haT, no BooTs, no Kosran, no hire!

We haVe solVed planT ThefT for our CusToMers 

eu Mainland ConTraCTors haVe no 
responsiBiliTY for hired planT WhiCh is sTolen.

         POLICE & INSURERS STATISTICS

62
KuBoTa 
sTolen 

7% of all 
MaChines 

sTolen 

JCB The MosT sTolen 
Brand in The uK 

aT 23%

UK Contractors can learn a lot from EU mainland 
Contractors. If a machine hired to them is stolen they 
have no responsibility to replace it or to pay any more 
rent. If the Hire Co wants to earn more rental, they 
need to supply a replacement machine. That’s it.

UK Contractors need CECA Conditions of Hire.  
UK Contractors are funding the cost of plant theft. 
Hire Companies & OEMs who supply un-secured 

machines are profiteering from theft. This will never 
change until UK Contractors refuse to hire or buy 
machines which do not have Fit-4-Purpose electro- 
mechanical immobilisation. The shoe needs to be on 
the other foot. 

CEO Kosran

 
Destroyed 
marking system 
sticker seen on a 
machine at Ritchie 
Bros Auction 
in Moerdijk, 
Holland.

© 2009 ‘The National Plant & Equipment Register (TER)’.

TaKe The risK ouT of renTal WiTh hire loCaTor

For last quarter 2008
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Fight back – it’s time for change, customers have rights too.

“Hello Hire Desk... I want to hire 
Kosran secured machines because…”

OX12 9FA

Visit our 
hire loCaTor aT 
www.Kosran.com 
Input the Postcode or 
address of your sites and the  
HIRE LOCATOR will  
provide you with the details 
of the Hire Companies who 
will hire you Kosran secured 
machines closest to those 
sites.

Your loCal hire depoT

1. I don’t want the 
machine stolen or 
interfered with by 
any unauthorised 
employees, thieves or 
kids on the weekend.

2.  Every plant theft costs 
me £7,500 in hassle 
and disruption to my 
business, downtime & 
idle crews; crosshire 
and residual loss.

3.  Our Health & Safety 
Director has specified 
Kosran to meet our 
legal obligations and 
contain our exposure 
to claims under the 
Health & Safety 2007 
CD&M Regulations and 
under the Corporate 
Manslaughter Act 2007.

4  We will not be signing 
Clause 13 of the CPA 
Conditions of Hire.

5.  Finally I also need 
your…”

Every Kubota is supplied with a factory 
fitted electric immobiliser.

 

& the JCB 3CX 
Backhoe Loader 
is the most 
stolen machine.
 

Cesar – More than 100 machines 
with the new CESAR marking sticker 
have been stolen. The stickers, tags, dot 
solutions did not deter the thieves. 
Only 16 were recovered.  
© TER Equipment Recovery News October 2009. 

The flexible 22 Keypad PIN Codes can be changed or deleted and machines shut-down remotely via Pay As You Go internet or SMS text. 
This provides you with reduced liability and risk exposure plus cheap flexible comprehensive asset control. 



,

 
  

safeTY | seCuriTY | ConTrol
effeCTiVe, reliaBle, fiT for purpose eleCTro-MeChaniCal 
iMMoBilisaTion WhiCh Will sTop Your planT BeinG sTolen.

1. The ECV® - Electronic Coded 
Valve® shuts-off the diesel fuel 
supply and locks the hydraulics. 

2. The deterrent sets automatically 
every time you switch the engine off.

3. Safety:  Authorised Users Only.   
The ECV® ‘Comms’ feature provides 
remote machine control.  By a 
simple procedure from anywhere 
in Europe you can remotely control 
by who, where and when your fleet 
is used.  Yes, you can remotely shut-
down the ECV® smart-valve.

This is achieved via a simple cheap 
‘Pay As You Go’ internet or mobile 
phone SMS text message. [There is 
no Bank SO with Kosran].  The ECV 
Comms stops weekend freebies, 
damage, repairs, reduces liability, 

risk and claims exposure from un-
authorised use.

4. The Keypad has a 22 PIN code 
facility. It provides your service 
engineers and drivers with 
personal PIN Codes to service, 
access, deliver and recover plant 
24 hours a day. 

5. Service Alert Facility:  This 
provides just in time servicing 
and audit of fleet 24/7 (i) It 
reports the exact hours worked 
to your computer (ii) you only 
service machines when they 
need servicing. It stops random 
servicing; saves engineers time, 
vehicle depreciation and diesel. 
(iii) Sell machines based on the 
hours worked and not on the age 

of the machine.

6. Reduce Costs thru Operational 
Improvements with Round Robin 
reduced overtime, fuel and phone 
bills from “full load drop-offs”   
because (i) Every PIN Code can 
be changed or deleted remotely. 
(ii) Every machine can be remotely 
shut-down at random or set times 
at your convenience – every night  

WE STOP PLANT THEFT, DOWNTIME, HASSLE & MAKE YOU MONEY

Another global 1st from Kosran... the ECV Comms system integrates electro-mechanical immobilisation with tracking. 
The flexible 22 Keypad PIN Codes can be changed or deleted and machines shut-down remotely via Pay As You Go internet 

or SMS text. This provides you with reduced liability and risk exposure plus cheap flexible comprehensive asset control. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Bracket fixed to engine at fuel inlet

shield 
secured
by steel 
sheer

off
bolts

smart-valve
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Control machines 
with a text.

ECV - Electronic Coded Valve 
on Takeuchi at Intermat 2009

The ECV Comms Keypad

  ...kosran 
     sms text
     calling

available for aftermarket/retro and oeM 
factory fit on every 12v & 24v machine.

 

eCV Comms system  
immobilisation & Tracking

eCV Keypad system 
electro-mechanical immobilisation

eCV iButton foB system 
immobilisation for one Man operations

saC safety access Control 
for powered access equipment

K-esar Marking & registration 
free with all of the above!

produCT lisT

 
ManiTou Telehandler saVed BY Kosran

Ray Smith – Director “Kosran is the best money I’ve ever spent to 
protect my machines. It has saved me thousands of pounds not 
replacing my telehandler, downtime and cross hire”. 
Failed theft report: Manitou 1030s Value: £33,000.00 belonging 
to Belvedere homes Windsor road, Gerrards Cross uK. if 
this machine relied on the manufacturers factory fit electric 
immobiliser, it would have been stolen. 

Call us TodaY for Your on-siTe deMonsTraTion - aT Tel: 0870 787 5687

70 Telehandlers 

sTolen lasT 

QuarTer 2008

leT safeTY TaKe prioriTY

& aVoid ThaT faTaliTY

The flexible 22 Keypad PIN Codes can be changed or deleted and machines shut-down remotely via Pay As You Go internet or SMS text. 
This provides you with reduced liability and risk exposure plus cheap flexible comprehensive asset control. 



 
  

paYs for iTself in 28 daYs
Then reduCes CosTs Thru operaTional iMproVeMenTs

 ELECTRO-MECHANICAL ASSET MANAGEMENT PRODUCTIVITY

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
on shared sites; upon delivery 
to a site but prior to job 
commencement;  Instantly upon 
job completion with pick up at 
your convenience because you 
know they will not be worked, 
used or abused. 

7. Utilisation and Audit:The ECV 

Comms system will track and 
locate the nearest available 
suitable machine for the next 
job, not the furthest away. 
You are able to locate and 
identify every machine in your 
fleet 24/7. e.g.  What was the 
value of the assets you did not 
locate at your last audit?

8. The ECV Comms System can 
retrieve the time, date and 
PIN code of the operator if a 
machine is stolen (inside job?) 
and track its current location. 
This information can also be 
retrieved to provide incident - 
accident reports for insurance 
and productivity purposes. 

9. When you electro-mechanically  
 

shut-down your Kosran secured 
plant, it stays shut-down!  

10. For the thief - Kosran is just too 
much hassle to bypass, requires too 
much equipment and expertise and 
takes too long to steal and the thief 
will probably fail anyway. It’s easier 
to steal someone else’s machine.

11. Consider scaling back 
investment on livery and spend 
it on Kosran. 

12. Is Kosran a better investment 
than ‘dead money’ spent on an 
annual insurance premium?

13. PRICE.  Kosran is not a cost 
it’s a benefit.  We have no 
competitor, comparative or 
otherwise. Outlay:   
The Price of a Bucket.

Ben laThaM  
CONTRACTOR BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 
MANAGER  AT YOUR SERVICE  
M: 0783 443 6356 E: ben.latham@kosran.com
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Reduce Costs cont: 

 
ManiTou Telehandler saVed BY Kosran

Ray Smith – Director “Kosran is the best money I’ve ever spent to 
protect my machines. It has saved me thousands of pounds not 
replacing my telehandler, downtime and cross hire”. 
Failed theft report: Manitou 1030s Value: £33,000.00 belonging 
to Belvedere homes Windsor road, Gerrards Cross uK. if 
this machine relied on the manufacturers factory fit electric 
immobiliser, it would have been stolen. 

• aCCess only authorised & 
qualified personnel operate 
your access equipment - no 
unauthorised use.

• ConTrol you decide 
by whom, when and 
where your machines are 
worked – no exceptions, no 
uncontrolled use including 
third party contractors with 
generic keys.

• no eXposure to 
damage and repair or third 
party liability claims from 
out of hours or weekend 
freebie unauthorised 
working of your machines.

• fleXiBiliTY by digital 
Keypad PIN Code Controls 
via sms text or internet 
pay as you go billing, from 

the comfort of your office.     
You regulate the usage,  
reduce your costs and 
improve your profits.  

• duTY of Care 
oBliGaTions 
the Kosran SACS allows  
you to meet your obligations 
under the 2007 Health & 
Safety CD&M Regulations 
& under the Corporate 
Manslaughter Act.

52 deaThs in 12 

MonThs

To april 2009

Call us TodaY for Your on-siTe deMonsTraTion - aT Tel: 0870 787 5687

SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO REGULATE USAGE,  
ENHANCE CONTROL & LIMIT YOUR LIABILITY.  

    saCs - safety access Control system 
poWered aCCess  eQuipMenT

Tracker systems 
will not stop the un-authorised use 

of machines.

neW

leT safeTY TaKe  
priorTY & aVoid 
ThaT faTaliTY

(i)                  Every PIN Code can be changed or deleted remotely.

(ii)                Every machine can be remotely shut-down at random or set times at your convenience – every night on shared 
sites; upon delivery to a site but prior to job commencement; instantly upon job completion with pick up at your convenience 
because you know they will not be worked, used or abused.



 
  

The £1,000 Kosran GuaranTee for hired-in planT
If you hire-in Kosran secured machines and the machine is by-passed and stolen, which it won’t be; provided it is not ‘an inside 
depot job’ and is insured under the Kosran AVIVA Policy, then following their settlement of your claim, Kosran will give you a 
cheque for £1,000 towards your downtime losses. Terms & Conditions apply – but no sneaky stuff.    

SELF INSURERS - MAKE KOSRAN YOUR POLICY

If a Kosran secured machine is stolen and 
recovered, Kosran K-ESAR Registration 
will verify the true owner of the machine.
During installation we fix tamper evident 
industry labels with a unique registration 
number throughout the machine and 
engine compartment in covert locations.
A record is kept of these locations in the 
K-ESAR duplicate installation certificate 
which is a complete record of the 
machines identity.   

At the owners request these details will 
be registered with the DVLA and on the 
PNC - Police National Computer.
If the machine is stolen and recovered, 
Kosran engineers will attend to inspect 
and strip down the machine to verify 
the K-ESAR registration.  If requested, 
they will also be pleased to attend a 
Court of Law hearing to verify your 
ownership - FREE OF CHARGE.

 
insuranCe TesTiMonial 

eddie Kidd, eJK Contractors  
newport pagnall MK 16 0JJ, england. 
“Credit where credit is due. Kosran’s brochure wasn’t just bull. 
It really is saving me £300 PER MACHINE per annum on my 
insurance. I lost a machine before fitting Kosran and now I know that my 
machines are safe and secure for very little outlay.  Eddie Kidd.

eVerY 
ConTraCTor
is an 
insuraBle 
risK WiTh 
Kosran

free K-esar MarKinG & reGisTraTion52432165
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hoW MuCh ConfidenCe has AVIVA
The no.1 planT insurer GoT in KOSRAN

The no.1 planT seCuriTY sYsTeM?

T H E  P RO O F  I S  I N  T H E  P U D D I N G  A N D  I N  T H E  E AT I N G

free  K-esar MarKinG & reGisTraTion

•  Zero Claims excess – 
nil policy excess for theft 
claims.

•  Up to 35% premium 
discount.

•   The hire of an 
equivalent alternative 
machine for 28 days.

• new for old, no quibble, 
for loss or damage to plant 
under 12 months old. 
 

•  Loss or damage to plant 2-5 
years old quickly settled on 
agreed depreciation 
basis of 10% p.a. for 
replacement machine 
purchase.    

•  This is the best plant 
theft policy ever offered 
to the industry and is 
exclusive to Kosran. We have 
achieved it on our record in 
the field. 

AVIVA encourages positive risk management and recognises the value and effectiveness of  the Kosran electro-mechanical immobilisation system.  
Accordingly we offer a range of  insurance benefits to the owner or hirer of  Kosran protected plant. Cover is underwritten by AVIVA.



 

e C V  d i e s e l  S M A R T - V A L V E  i M M o B i l i s a T i o n ,  T r a C K i n G ,
a s s e T  M a n a G e M e n T  &  f r e e  K - e s a r  r e G i s T r a T i o n

 
 

Kosran is an irish engineering company which 
endorses the Home Office Guidance Report.
In the UK we are No1 and the industry standard. We are 
endorsed by the Top 5 Plant Insurers on performance and 
merit.  We have never had a machine bypassed and stolen. Our 
‘Kosran Fit For Purpose Standard’ specifies electo-mechanical 
immobilisation which provides safe and secure systems which 
will resist Test House bypass and attack for in excess of 30 
minutes, equivalent to one hour plus in the field.  We have 
no competitor, comparative or otherwise. Our Contractor 
ROI Calculator proves that Kosran pays for itself in 28 days 
and then makes you money.

WWW.KOSRAN.COM

T [UK] : 0870 787 5687
e [UK] : sales@kosran.com 

T [IRL] :  01 677 8258
e [IRL] : info@kosran.com

T [FR] : 0820 20 21 65
e [FR] : ventes@kosran.com

Mark Smyth Sales Director, Patrick Sheeran CEO, 
Nadia Lhuissier European Business Development Director.

ConTraCTor 
roi Kosran 
CalCulaTor

The ultimate Asset!

Call us TodaY for Your on-siTe deMonsTraTion - Tel: 0870 787 5687
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“The Kosran system 
is specifically designed 
for our machines 
used in Public Works 
& on the Highway.
It reduces the risk of 
theft & misuse. The 
service and support 
offered is excellent”

John Tobin -
Workshop Manager 
fM ConWaY

“FM Conway have been using the 
Kosran system now for 4 years, It has 
proven to be reliable and effective. 
In the 4 years we have never had a 
machine with Kosran fitted stolen.  
We have recently upgraded our Keypad 
system to Comms Keypad which 
enables FM Conway to remotely control 
our machine PIN codes, monitor usage 
and track and locate machinery. ” 

ian Gay - Plant & Transport Director 
fM ConWaY

ear Fellow Members, our MD Graham Arundell has told me that Kosran has upset quite a few members with our September issue advert. It reproduced a contract journal item and Kosran editorial went on to say ‘Its official DC Ian Elliott of the Met Stolen Plant Unit has confirmed what everyone knows, the majority of plant hire co’s are using plant theft to upgrade fleets and profiteer at the expense of their contractor customers’. [see article on Kosran Blog www.kosran.com].

On reflection my use of the generalisation ‘the majority’ was a very poor choice, I regret this, please accept my apology. Sometimes I too get upset and frustrated because the solution to plant theft exists and is provided for in the industry standard Thatcham Category P2 Criteria for plant immobilisation. Kosran has spent a lot of money developing the solution and achieving the standard and taking the ECV-Electronic Code Valve® system to market. We stop plant theft and unauthorised use of plant and our record in the field has achieved exclusive policy endorsements from every plant insurer.  The 2007 Home Office Security Guidance for Construction Plant Report is reproduced above, again it confirms ‘electronic car style immobilisers are ineffective on plant and electro-mechanical immobilisation should be used’. Kosran is just too much for a thief. No thief has ever bypassed the Kosran System it is just too much hassle; requires a lot of real engineering skill, materials and a lot of time; while thousands of unsecured machines are available to steal. 
Our hire customers, Hewden, GE Plant Hire, Selwood, Hirebase, Brandon, Buildbase and over 150 more; plus Contractors Ringway, Tarmac, Morrisons, FM Conway and hundreds more have never had fleet or hired-in Kosran secured machines bypassed and stolen. It is also the ultimate safety solution – only authorised personnel operate Kosran secured plant. This is precisely what the Contractor wants. The solution to plant theft exists for the price of a bucket.

Our industry is moving on, are you? DC Elliott of the Metropolitan Police Stolen Plant Unit is doing trojan work for the Cesar scheme. Cesar comes into play when stolen plant is recovered by the police. It assists them to identify the true owner and to prosecute but it will not stop the machine 

been stolen in the first place. Ian states in the IRE June Issue “CESAR is the very least that should be done. We are going to local authorities and the Highways Agency to say: if you are putting out to tender any contracts then Cesar should be a standard requirement”.
The good news for Kosran is that Ian and his team will next be focusing on plant immobilisation and on the CECA Membership. His message to Contractors is simple ‘Hiring in un-secured machines is at the heart of the problem and is at the heart of the solution to plant theft’. The Contractor is the ultimate customer and needs a more balanced relationship with Hire Co & OEM. The Contractor should be supplied with industry standard secured plant to stop the theft and the unauthorised use of machines, this also makes him a good insurance risk. We will shortly see CECA Members enjoy their own ‘Contractor Conditions of Hire’.  

Caveat Emptor & Trackers – will manage your fleet, if you are ready to manage the information. But I am discussing stopping plant theft for Contractors.
Less than 5% of plant stolen is recovered. If recovered the Contractor faces lots of recovery and cross hire costs; if stolen and not recovered the costs for Contractors start at £7,500 per theft from loss of productivity, hire of alternative equipment etc. If you are offered Tracking with a one circuit electronic immobiliser – it won’t stop your plant being stolen. Hire Companies who provide Trackers are not meeting the needs of Contractors – sorry wrong product. If electro-mechanically immobilised only authorised personnel operate the machine and it won’t be stolen. If the ECV® Comms Keypad system from Kosran is supplied you can avoid ‘bogus hire threats with 24/7 monitoring at start of hire period and instant remote shut-down immobilisation. Colin Wood Chief Executive CPA says it all ‘More action is needed to stop plant being stolen in the first place’ August 08 CPA Bulletin.

Plant security is a consumer rights issue.

My question is: ‘if a minority’ of hire companies are profiteering at the expense of their Contractor customers – are OEM manufacturers also profiteering and abusing their best customer ‘the Hire Company’ and their ultimate best customer ‘the Contractor’? Is every machine theft not a sales opportunity for the OEM to provide a replacement machine? Why have 

CONTRACTORS SECURITY & SAFETY NEEDS

Figure 4: Keypad for deactivation of immobiliser
While plant continues to use mechanical, high compression diesel engines, electrical immobilisers (as found on cars) are ineffective and 

electromechanical immobilisation systems should be 
used. Electro-mechanical systems primarily shut-off 
the diesel fuel supply and/or the hydraulics and may 
provide ancillary electrical immobilization of two or 
more electrical circuits as a deterrent.

OEMs ignored and not supplied industry standard Thatcham Category P2 electro-mechanical plant immobilisation certified systems? If the industry adopted to its own standard Thatcham Cat P2 which every plant 
insurer has, then Contractors would not have 
to be piggy in the middle and OEMs and Hire Companies could avoid the malaise of security products which are not specifically designed for plant, are not certified fit for purpose and will not stop plant theft or unauthorised use.

Caveat Emptor Consumers:  JCB have been sitting on the PTAG Committee since 1997 and eleven years later they have yet to supply such a system. In September 2007 Matthew Taylor announced that a one circuit 
electronic immobiliser would be supplied as standard from November 2007 – this has not been supplied, is not a solution to plant theft or unauthorised use but is guaranteed to keep the parasite thief in business. Customers are entitled to electro-mechanical 

immobilisation (keys are an anachronism, every key can be copied) when they spend money on a machine. The industry is moving 
on the solution to plant theft exists.HAE Board Director Mr. Sat Dhaiwal of A Plant published a positive reaction to my article on 14th October in Construction News from (see it on Kosran Blog)‘Mr. Dhaiwal says he wants the company 

to... move away from seeing plant theft as an 
opportunity to renew kit’ he goes on to say (my edits) ‘after a theft the hirer could be waiting six weeks to replace a telehandler and possibly losing a customer. We make our 

money from renting equipment, servicing it and renting it again – not from lost equipment’. HAE Fellow Members please steal my clothes.
Have your say on the Kosran Blog at  www.kosran.com. (see benefits in our advert 

on inside cover). Thank you for considering the attached.        

“While plant 
continues to 
use mechanical diesel engines, electronic 

immobilisers (as found 
on cars) are 
ineffective 
and electro-
mechanical 
immobilisation systems 

should be 
used. Electro-mechanical 

systems 
primarily shut-off the diesel fuel supply 

and/or the 
hydraulics” 

Author: Patrick Sheeran CEO Kosran
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hear WhaT fM ConWaY haVe To saY 
aBouT The Kosran eCV sYsTeM...  

Ian Gay and John Tobin from FM Conway

proves the eCV Comms 
system pays for itself in 
28 days & Then Makes 
Your Money.
We take the security, safety and 
productivity of our customers’ assets 
very seriously and combine this with 
1st class customer support.  We are 
your dynamic partner and would be pleased to visit 
you and bring our Kosran ROI-Return on Investment Calculator with us to 
confirm to you – that we will make you money after 28 days.

We offer a quality engineered package, specifically designed for your 
operational needs: security, safety, asset management productivity and 
registration system. You can help yourself too – refuse to hire machines 
which are not secured with Kosran – locate them on our Hire Locator 
at www.kosran.com. Thank you for considering the attached. 
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